¡Español en el verano!

The purpose of this summer assignment is for students to engage in a variety of activities that
will increase their knowledge of the language and the culture they are studying.
Students will use the Choice board BELOW to complete a series of activities and tasks throughout
the summer that provide authentic and rich opportunities to engage with the target language and culture.

¡Viva la Musica!
Listen to music in
Spanish! Use youtube or
lyricstraining. Sing and
memorize a chorus and
submit your video as
evidence for the
teacher’s eyes only.

¡Excursiones!
https://nationalmuseumofmexicanart.o
rg/

¡Cocinamos!
Watch youtube videos from
“A Mi Rancho a Tu Cocina”,
a sweet abuela who shows
you how to cook Mexican
dishes. Try out one of her
recipes and send a video
and the recipe as evidence.

¡Mi familia habla
Español!

https://www.spain.info/en/top/virtualtours-monuments-museums-spain/
https://www.wanderlust.co.uk/content/
best-virtual-tours-latin-america/
Visit Us Virtually | The Art Institute of
Chicago (artic.edu)

In Spanish, write a 2paragraph review of
your tour. What did you
like about it? What stood
out to you? Would you
visit in person??

Teach a family member or
a friend (non-native
speaker) how to
introduce/describe
themselves in Spanish.
Provide a video as
evidence for the teacher’s
eyes only.

¡Las Noticias!
Use the website News in
Slow Spanish to watch
“podcast style readings” of
news in comprehensible
Spanish! Submit the name
and episode number along
with a short summary of the
episode as evidence.

¡Flipgrid!
Create a Flipgrid in Spanish
where you recap highlights
from your summer vacation.
Your video must be 3-4
minutes. Include the who,
what, when, where and why!
You can submit via your class
or you can download video
to submit as evidence of
completion.

¡Conjuguemos!

¡Bingear un Programa!

Go to your
Conjuguemos.com account
and practice conjugation or
practice your vocabulary
drills. You can even just play
the games! Take screenshots
of your activities to provide
as evidence.

Watch any streaming service or
DVD in Spanish! Play around with
the language combinations:
•English audio- Spanish subtitles
•Spanish audio - English subtitles
•Spanish audio - Spanish subtitles
Recap/summarize your show &
experience with language
combinations in Spanish as
evidence.

¡Duolingo!
Use Duolingo and log at
least 10 mins per day of
learning 6x. The app is free
and you'll be surprised
about how much you know
and learn by using this app
for just a few minutes each
day. Share your progress
by taking screenshots as
evidence.

¡Lingua!
Chose 2 activities on
lingua.com. You can mix and
match a reading activity and
complete the accompanying
exercises, or you can choose
a vocabulary builder
activity. Share your progress
by taking screen shots of the
reading/exercises as
evidence.

Extra Credit points in the 25% skills practice category **3 activities = 15 extra credit points** 5 activities = 25 extra credit points
Full Card (10 activities) = 30 extra credit points due date: by first full day of school

